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Measuring New Mexico's Irrigation Water:
How Big isa Surco?
.JOHN

O~

BAXTER

On 16 March 1905, New Mexico's legislature passed an important bill
interided to promote the development of irrigation and regulate water
use throughout the territory. For local pOliticians, national interest in
large-scale irrigation projects seemed to offer tremendous potential for
economic growth close to home. To take advantage of the boom, lawmakers crafted an updated code of water law and set up a centralized
agency for its administration. Thus, one section of the act created the
office of Territorial Irrig<:ltion Engineer (predecessor oftoday's State
Engineer), which was responsible for directing New Mexico's water
policy. Another section addressed the problem. of water measurement
by adopting the same standards accepted by adjoining states and territories. A cubic foot per second oftime (second-foot) was designated as
the official unit for determining the rate of flowing water. Smaller
quantities were to be calculated in terms of a "miner's inch," one-fiftieth part of a second-foot. 1
. Although introduction of a uniform standard was welcomed by
engineers and bureaucrats, the legislation enacted in 1905 ignored a
much older system of water measurement practiced by irrigators in
northern New Mexico for generations. Since the Spanish colonial era,
parciantes (water users) in Rio Arriba, Santa Fe, and Taos counties had
been dividing the flow from their acequias in units called surcos. Part
of a quantification plan promulgated in New Spain around 1700, the
surco is still used frequently by mayordomos (overseers) responsible
for apportioning irrigation water in community acequias. While its
exact dimensions have perplexed scholars for many years, the surco has
Author of Dividing New Mexico's Waters, 1700-1912, John O. Baxter has been
concerned with water issues in the Southwest for many years.
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remained an important element of New Mexico's acequia culture, worthy of some historical investigation.
Once they had completed the conquest of Mexico, the Spaniards
who followed Hernan Cortes began yearning for some of the creature
comforts left behind in the Old World. More than anything else, they
missed the taste of white bread made from wheat flour. Unable to persuade native farmers to give up maize, their ancestral grain crop,
Spaniards began to grow wheat themselves by conscripting Indian
laborers to do the necessary work. The newcomers soon discovered
that, in an arid environment, successful wheat production required irrigation, causing them to construct dams and canal networks for water
distribution. 2 As cultivation increased, demand for water also grew,
which caused litigation in some regions to apportion available stream
flow among contending users. Although the need for an accurate system to measure irrigation water became obvious, years passed before
colonial officials established uniform regulations. At the end of the seventeenth century, however, Jose Saenz de Escobar, a prominent mathematician and oidor Uudge) of Mexico City's audiencia (royal tribunal),
wrote a treatise entitled Libro de Ordenanzas y Medidas de Tierras y
Aguas (Book of Ordinances and Measurements of Lands and Waters),
which discussed the problem at length. 3
In this discourse and other writings, Saenz presented a set of five
areal units, some of them already in use locally, that became recognized
as the standard for water measurements throughout New Spain. Known
as a buey (ox), the largest unit approximated the amount of water flowing through the legs of an ox standing in a stream. More precisely, a
buey measured one vara (32.9 inches) squared. The other four units put
forth by Saenz were called surco, naranja, real, and paja, each one representing a fraction of the last, so that there were forty-eightsurcosin
a buey, three naranjas in a surco, eight reales in a naranja, and eighteen
pajas in a real. Too small for irrigation purposes, the naranja, real, and
paja usually measured water from public fountains for household consumption. 4 Colonial documents sometimes referred to a buey de agua,
but the surco became the customary unit for quantifying irrigation
water in New Spain. Of ancient origin, surco is a Castilian word meaning furrow derived from the Latin sulcus. 5
In 1761, don Domingo Lasso de la Vega, a priest with scientific
interests, produced an important work known as the Reglamento
General de las Medidas de las Aguas, which amplified ideas presented
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earlier by "el maestro Saenz." Published with authorization from New
Spain's viceroy, the Marques de Cruillas, the Reglamento was intended
to serve as a guide for alcaldes, justices, and surveyors confronted with
water issues. Citing scholars from antiquity, Lasso de la Vega defined a
"surco" as the space left in the earth by a plow to direct a current of
water. Offering specific dimensions, he noted that it was often used as
a measurement for making repartiniientos (water apportionments).
Based on the dimensions of a vara, as calculated by Saenz, Lasso, and
their contemporaries, a surco covered an area of twenty-seven square
inches, almost the same as the opening of a six-inch pipe. 6 Of the five
units officially sanctioned in New Spain, only the surco was introduced
into New Mexico as an accepted standard for water administration.
During the eighteenth century, officials in New Spain sOl11etimes
used the areal measurements to calculate volume of flow, an error that
persisted for many years. Because the amount of water running through
an orifice varies with the pressure exerted from above, volume cannot
be quantified without measuring stream velocity. (Quantity = Area x
Velocity.) At that time, the technology needed for accurate hydrol'ogical
measurements had not yet been imported from Europe. Acknowledging
.the problem, Saenz and his colleagues attempted to solve it by regulating stream flow. To prevent variations in volume at the point of diversion, they suggested installation of a well-crafted box, absolutely level,
and at least five varas long, ,in wpich all the outlets were placed at the
same height.?
.
As they studied the nature of water velocity, colonial scholars relied
on experiments conducted by Italian scientists during the seventeenth
century, which had been largely discredited by later research. As yet,
they had not learned about discoveries made by Henri de Pitot, a French
engineer who made major contributions to the science of hydraulics.
After studying mathematics and physics in Paris, Pitot returned to his
native Languedoc in the south of France, where he designed and built
bridges, aqueducts, and canals. In 1732, Pitot wrote an important treatise entitled Description d'Line machine pour mesurer la vitesse des
eaux courantes et Ie sWage des vaisseaux (Description ofan Apparatus
to Measure the Speed ofRunning Water and the Wake of Vessels). The
"machine" consisted of two perpendicular glass tubes-one straight,
one with a right-angle bend at the bottom-which were fastened
together and immersed in a stream. After measuring the difference in
water level between the two tubes, Pitot was able to compute the
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stream's velocity with reasonable accuracy. Regarded as a major accomplishment, his experiment received high praise all over the Continent. s
Eventually, the concept of combining units of time and volume to
quantify water intrigued scholars in Mexico City. Pondering some new
theories, Jose Antonio Alzate y Ramirez, New Spain's leading scientist,
calculated the output from the famous springs at Chapultepec in terms
of cubic inches per hour. 9 In rural areas, however, the colonial measurements remained in use long after Mexican independence. In 1842,
the traditional system received a boost when Mariano Galvan Rivera, a
prominent Mexico City publisher, printed a discourse concerning land
and water administration, Ordenanzas de Tierras y Aguas. In a chapter
on water use, Galvan presented a complex formula to measure volume,
based on the time required for a cork to float from one point to another, which was useful, but less accurate than Pitot's method. Despite its
shortcomings, the book did summarize and clarify the work of earlier
thinkers. Supplemented with charts and tables, the Ordenanzas recapitulated Saenz's areal units and reprinted Lasso de la Vega's Reglamento
verbatim, preserving these documents for later researchers. 10 Reprinted
in several editions, the book continues to be a valuable resource, still
cited frequently by attorneys and historians.
Later in the nineteenth century, other writers misconstrued the colonial measurements and, in time, assigned them definite values. II
Subsequently, their mistakes gained credence through a paper dealing
with weights and measures in New Spain published in 1949 in an
. American journal by Manuel Carrera Stampa, a professor of economic
history at Mexico's War College. Depending on a definition·· first
advanced by Saenz, Carrera stated that a paja de agua running at an
urban location would produce one cuartillo (pint) each minute. From
this trickle, he extrapolated measures of volume for the other units and
then converted them into U. S. quarts (or gallons) per minute. Carrera
Stampa further suggested that irrigators in New Spain depended on
these units to quantify water use, a conclusion accepted recently by
some well-known historians. 12
In Mexico, the old measures continued in use into the twentieth century. During the Porfiriato, government agencies striving to promote
economic growth regarded the traditional system for water gauging as a
nuisance and an obstacle to modernization. In 1899, for example, engineers employed by the Ministry of Development attempted to determine
water rights for the Atoyac and Nexapa rivers in the state of Puebla
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before licensing a large hydroelectric power project. Because the original water allocations· of the colonial era had been designated in surcos,
they were unabie to decide if a surplus existed for industrial use. At last,
in 1906, after a prolonged investigation, engineer Ramon de Ibarrola
recommended approval, but with full protection for historic rights. Flow
from the rivers would be apportioned among a large number of agricultural, industrial, and municipal users through a series of carefully measured openings fed by a canal with a very gentle gradient, a system quite.
similar to that proposed by Saenz two hundred years earlier.!3
When Spanish colonists came to New Mexico in 1598, they introduced traditional institutions of water management that had been forged
long before in Europe and the New World. Within days of their arrival
at the pueblo Of San Juan, the settlers who accompanied Juan de Onate
constructed of a large acequia to supply farmlands and household
needs, a procedure repeated whenever new communities were founded. 14 As New Mexico's population grew, competition for water between
Hispanos and Pueblo Indians, and between rival groups of settlers, also
increased. Although government authorities often mediated disputes
concerning equitable apportionment during the colonial era, repartimientos of water were usually allocated in specific periods of time,
instead of units of volume. Litigation at the pueblo of Tesuque during
the l770s illustrates the point. To resolve an allocation disagreement
between the Indians and the Benavides family, who farmed nearby,
Governor Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta established a schedule in which
the Hispanos received water for twenty-four hours every eight days.
Subsequently, Mendinueta's successors adjusted the schedule somewhat, but they continued to divide the flow in units of time. ls In colonial documents, no references to a surco as a definite quantity of water
have been found until late in the eighteenth century. In 1783, Governor
Juan Bautista de Anza intervened in a long-standing quarrel that
involved Felipe Romero, Grabiel Ortega and Juan Medina, prominent
landowners at Chimayo. Years before, Romerohad sold some irrigated
land to Ortega, who then discovered that Medina intended to deny him
use of the acequia system, which served the adjoining properties. On
orders from Anza, the local alcalde arranged a final settlement, awarding Ortega ditch access and rights to one surco of water. 16
Later, after Mexico had gained independence from Spain, government officials sometimes received petitions from settlers seeking grants
of irrigable land in which water requirements were expressed in surcos.
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In 1825, for example, Jose Francisco Baca y Pino, together with two
other Santa Fe residents, asked Governor Antonio Narbona to award
them 4,000 varas of unoccupied land south of the city near Galisteo. To
feed their families, the three petitioners also requested a surco of water
from the stream - enough, they said, for a small piece offarmland (una
corta Javor).]7 Several years later, local authorities faced a similar situ":
ation north of Taos. On 27 July 1829, Juan Ballejos and fifteen associates appealed to Alcalde Juan Antonio Lovato for mediation of a thorny
problem. The petitioners wished to settle a large tract on the Desmontes
plain west ofArroyo Seco, but needed to assure themselves of a reliable
source of irrigation water. They asked Lovato to help them negotiate an
agreement with owners of the Cuchilla acequia, a major ditch that
brought water from the Rio Hondo up the south side of the canyon to
cultivated fields above. After some bargaining, the ditch builders
allowed the newcomers to share the acequia under certain conditions
that assured their continued dominance in administration. First,
Ballejos and his friends must recognize that the original owners held a
prior right to six surcos of water at all times. Second, to simplify distribution, the newcomers must divert their share through a separate lateral to be constructed. Third, the petitioners must agree to widen the
ditch to accommodate increased flow and accept responsibility for regular maintenance thereof. 18 The close linkage between land and water
resources is obvious.
.
At Taos, rivalry for limited water supplies intensified during the
nineteenth century, as settlers like Ballejos continued to spread out and
develop new agricultural lands. Faced with a series of allocation disputes, officials found that the community understood surco measurements and accepted their use in resolving water administration problems. To illustrate the complex relationship between growth and water
distribution, the long struggle for rights to the Rio Lucero provides an
excellent case study. Rising high in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, the
Lucero runs south across a wide plain, passes west of Taos Pueblo, and
then joins the Rio Pueblo near Don Fernando de Taos plaza. From time
immemorial, Indians from the pueblo have regarded the river as their
own, but, after Spaniards settled nearby, they found ways to share its
flow with the vecinos of Don Fernando and Los Estiercoles (today's El
Prado). Conflict erupted after 1815, however, when a group of
Hispanos led by Mariano Sanches and Felipe Gonzales founded a new
community known as Arroyo Seco on the plain northwest of the
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Lucero.. Claiming ownership through a grant made in 1745 by
Governor Joaquin Codallos y Rabal, the promoters offered tracts of
farmland for anyone willing to clear brush and dig acequias for irrigation. Needing a supplement for Arroyo Seco's skimpy water supply, the
pobladoresconstructed a ditch from the Lucero and then asserted the
right to divert much of its flow.
As the acequia's volume increased, water users at the pueblo and
the Hispano villages downstream protested loudly to the governor in
Santa Fe, who retUrned the case to the Taos ayuntamiento (municipal
council), insisting that water problems must be settled locally. On 30
December 1823, council members issued a ruling intended to resolve
the question of priority. After careful deliberation, the ayuntamiento
ruled that, based on ancient usage, the pueblo of Taos possessed first
rights in the Lucero, followed by farmers at Don Fernando, who had
received permission to use the river's surplus by a gubernatorial decree
in 1797. Arroyo Seco's claim was not completely denied, however.
Recalling a mandate from the Mexican Congress to promote agricultural growth, the council granted the new community a single surco of
water when streamflow was ample so that plantings needed to sustain
its citizens would not be IOSt.1 9
Thus, the ayuntamiento settled the priority issue, at least temporarily, but what did the allocation mean in practical terms? How did New
Mexicans measure a surco in everyday use? The continuing dispute
over water rights in the Rio Lucero provides some clues. Following the
settlement of 1823, the pueblo of Taos attempted to monitor Arroyo
Seco's diversion from the river. In 1890, during further litigation of the
same issue, witnesses testified that the Indians installed a Mexican cartwheel at the ditch mouth and measured Arroyo Seco's surco through the
central opening. 20 Although the arrangement may have been unique, it
provides some evidence for defining a surco's dimensions.
Examination of two historic cartwheels presently exhibited at the
Palace of the Governors in .Santa Fe indicated a diameter of approximately six inches at the hub for one and eight inches for the other.
Photographs from archives at the Museum of New Mexico suggest similar dimensions for wheels on other carretas of the same design. With a
diameter of six inches, the aperture in the first wheel has an area of
approximately twenty-seven square inches, exactly equal to the surco
designated by Saenz de Escobar in the early 1700s. The second wheel,
however, has an area of approximately fifty square-inches, more than
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eighty percent larger than the historical valuation. 21 The surco, therefore, must be regarded as a flexible measurement determined by individual judgment. All the more elusive since administrators had no way
to accurately calculate velocity, the same problem daunting earlier
water experts.
Undismayed by the lack of a precise definition, irrigators continued
to partition water in terms of surcos after the United States conquest of
New Mexico in 1846. As specified by the Kearny Code, a collection of
laws drafted. for the new territorial government, county probate courts
became responsible for water issues, although minor problems were
first heard by justices of the peace. 22 Usually members of the Hispano
elite, probate judges were very familiar with irrigation customs within
their jurisdictions. In 1864, for example, Judge Juan Santistevan of Taos
County attempted to settle the continuing dispute that divided Hispano
water users on the Rio Lucero. After hearing testimony from witnesses
representing Arroyo Seco and the downstream villages, Santistevan
made an allocation based on seasonal variations in the river's flow.
When the Lucero carried fifteen surcos, Arroyo Seco received three;
when there were ten surcos, the allotment dropped to two; at eight surcos, Arroyo Seco was allowed only one, but that was to remain fixed
under all conditions. 23 Clearly, the decree improved Arroyo Seco's situation, at least temporarily. Several years later, Santistevan's successor,
Judge Pedro Sanchez, divided the Rio Pueblo in similar fashion
between natives of the pueblo and farmers at Don Fernando, allotting
the latter a minimum share of two surcos to be delivered into the
Acequia Madre under supervision of the county sheriff. 24
Although the local judiciary could easily stipulate a repartimiento
in surcos, making an accurate division on the ditch bank required considerable judgment and expertise for mayordomos and other officials.
In 1856, parciantes of two acequias serving the Desmontes plain west
of Arroyo Seco failed to agree on an equitable distribution of water
delivered through the Cuchilla ditch, a common canal from the Rio
Hondo. To avoid costly litigation, representatives of the Revalse and
Desmontes ditches asked Father Antonio Jose Martinez, the famed
nationalist priest, and his foster son, Santiago Valdes, to help them reconcile their differences. After extended consultation, the two juezes
arbitros proposed an allotment of three surcos for the Revalse, subject
to reduction in times of extreme drought. To ensure a scrupulous measurement, arbitrators insisted that "the three surcos will be regulated by
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two impartial men, and those surcos will contain the amount of water
that, since antiquity, has been known by custom as a surco." When they
first delivered the water, the two experts were ordered to make an
indelible mark, presumably on the dividing box, so that the quantity in
each ditch could not be changed without detection. 25
Beginning about 1880, territorial district courts increasingly supplanted county probate courts as the primary venue for litigating water
disputes in New Mexico. Since district court judges were usually political appointe'es from eastern states, the shift resulted in more formal
procedures in the courtroom and less concern for local custom in water
administration. Court records indicate, however, that old traditions persisted, including use of surcos as units of measurement. As a result,
Anglo attorneys and judges who expected precise definitions were
sometimes puzzled. In 1898, during a lawsuit in Rio Arriba County to
determine control of the Acequia del Llano at Truchas, Pedro Jose
Gallegos, a ditch commissioner, informed the court that irrigators there
had calculated the Rio Quemado's flow in sutcos (rendered as "furrows" by court translators). When asked under cross-examination to
explain further, the witness replied vaguely that a surco comprised
"what one man can use to irrigate; they are very small." Later, he added
that Truchas mayordomos usually apportioned water "just by sight."26
Although an accurate definition remained difficult, parciantes in the
north continued to quantify water volume in surcos during litigation.
Occasionally, they also employed the old measures when recording
valuable water rights with territorial officials. In 1902, for example,
Antonio Romero of Lower Ranchitos in a declaration to the clerk of
Taos County claimed an exclusive ownership of the Acequia de los
Alamitos and a right to one surco of water from the Rio Pueblo.27
As water litigation became more frequent, jurists and technicians
looked for a way to bridge the cultural gap and make the surco more
comprehensible to outsiders. In 1904, irrigators at Ojo Sarco and Las
Trampas initiated a lawsuit in Taos County District Court to partition
the Rio de las Trampas and its tributary, the Rio San Leonardo. In their
bill of complaint, the Ojo Sarco people computed the flow of the Rio
de las Trampas in surcos, "according to the usual and customary
method of measuring water in the Territory of New Mexico." On the
other hand, the defendants, residents of El Valle and Vallecito, denied
that any uniformity existed. Represented by A. B. Renehan, a prominent Santa Fe attorney, their answer alleged that, "a surco has no defi-
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nite or fixed meaning and that the significance thereof varies in different parts of the territory." To determine the facts and expedite a settlement, the parties approved the appointment of Hugh S. Du Val, a professional engineer, as a special commissioner responsible for determining the water needs of each community.28 During a field investigation,
Du Val measured the flow of several acequias in cubic feet per second
and was amazed to discover from local residents that, in each case, the
quantity metered was exactly equal to the same number of surcos. 29
Since a second-foot of water is several times larger than a surco, Du
Val's report was open to criticism, but the court found his conclusions
useful forreaching an agreement in accord with both local tradition and
modem technology.
.
After some deliberation, Judge John R. McFie divided flow from
the two streams in cubic feet per second, declaring them equal with surcos, as Du Val had done. In a detailed decree, McFie ruled that
the Acequias del Valle, the Acequias de las Trampas, and the
Acequias del Vallecito are entitled to and hereby are given for
their sole and separate use and benefit, jointly, at all times, eight
cubic feet, that is to say eight surcos of the flow of the Rio de las
Trampas, as the original and prior appropriators of said waters.
Next, he allocated "seven cubic feet, that is to say, seven surcos of
water," from the San Leonardo to Ojo Sarco, and then awarded "onehalf cubic foot or smco" to EI Diamante, a tiny village at the head of
the valley. At last, Judge McFie had made the surco a true measure of
value with a stroke of his pen. To apportion water among the interested
communities, however, the judge ordered installation of weirs in the
stream bed in accordance to Du Val's recommendations. Exact dimensions were to be determined by the Territorial Engineer.3°
For a few years, McFie's edict equating surcos and second-feet
gained some credence, although the territorial legislature had already
passed the bill that made the latter New Mexico's official measure of
water volume. Thus, in 1909, when Demetrio Rivera filed a declaration
of water rights from the Vallecitos River in Rio Arriba County, he
claimed that his ditch, the Acequia de los Jacquez, had a capacity of
"about one surco or second foot of water."3! Soon thereafter, a lawsuit
to partition the Rio Capulin on the county's west side near Gallina
appeared on Judge McFie's docket, with A. B. Renehan representing
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the plaintiffs. At Las Trampas, Renehan had denied existence of precise
dimensions for a surco, but later accepted the judge's supposition. To
begin his case, the attorney described the flow of the Capulin, month by
month, in surcos, after declaring that they exactly equaled cubic feet per
second. As he continued, Renehan began to confuse the terms, calculating the duty of water needed for successful irrigation in that area in
second-feet and the rights of the various acequias in surcos. Eventually,
however, the opposing parties managed to cut through the verbiage and
agree to regulate distribution by means of a timetable. 32
Subsequently, the concept of equivalent values reappeared occasionally during legal proceedings, but, after 1905, the measures of volume adapted by the legislature were gradually accepted throughout
New Mexico, even in the Rio Arriba. On 7 April 1935, commissioners
from all the acequias heading in the Rio Grande del Rancho, met at
Ranchos de Taos to divide the river's flow for the coming season, a
yearly ritual. After some discussion, they allocated'58 1/3 miners inch~
es to the Acequia Madre, 40 inches to the Acequia del Finado Francisco
Martinez, and 26 2/3 inches to be apportioned among smaller ditches. 33
Of course, many mayordoinos and ditch commissioners responsible for
local administration had little interest in change and continued to distribute water according to custom, just as their predecessors had done
for generations. Nevertheless, the question of the surco's size arose
once in a while during litigation and continued to baffle the uninitiated.
In 1948, an interesting case originated at Cebolla in northern Rio
Arriba County after a group of farmers petitioned the State Engineer for
a permit to divert a large amount of unappropriated water from the Rito
de la Cienega Redonda. The applicants, both newcomers and longtime
residents of the area, planned to share a common diversion with the
Alto acequia, which had been in service for many years. Denying the
existence of any excess flow, several upstream users who claimed early
priorities of use, requested a public hearing to settle the issue. During
testimony at the Tierra Amarilla courthouse before Assistant State
Engineer Arthur F. Brown, some older citizens described the Alto's
capacity in surcos. When asked to explain his meaning, one witness
replied that a surco "is just enough water for one man to handle," a
response that brought heated objections from the petitioners' attorney,
Henry J. Guthmann. Complaining that the definition was too vague,
Guthmann insisted that the testimony be stricken from the court record.
Brown failed to sustain the objection but commented sharply, "I would
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like testimony as to the amount of water [diverted] in any kind of language I can understand."34 Later, Guthmann again demanded clarification after Sixto Alire, a prominent landowner, indicated streamflow in
surcos. Alire answered, "I have been an interpreter all my life, and I
haven't found a dictionary to interpret that [word]. However, it approximates a trough eight inches by five inches; forty cubic [sic] inches is
what I call a surco, about' as much as I could handle." Still probing,
Guthmann then asked for an equivalent in acre feet, but the witness said
simply, "I can't figure that. "35
At the end of the hearing, the question remained unresolved, but
Brown made some calculations of his own before handing down a decision that granted a permit to the applicants. In a comprehensive
"Findings and Order" issued 23 March 1949, the engineer included a
section that awarded two of the litigants a prior right to two surcos of
water for the Cienega Redonda, declaring them equal in volume to one
cubic foot per second. 36 Ironically, the recipients were clients of
Guthmann, who had vigorously opposed use of the "s-word" throughout the proceedings. By his ruling, Brown had again prescribed an artificial value for the surco to solve a judicial conundrum, just as McFie
had done forty years earlier.
Although irrigators from northern New Mexico still use the surco
to measure water distributed each day, its size may vary from one community to the next. In December 1996, the State Engineer Office conducted hearings at Chimayo and Santa Cruz so that older parciantes
with long experience could record traditional customs of acequia management in the Santa Cruz watershed. From Cordova to La Mesilla,
mayordomos and ditch commissioners came, to discuss recognized procedures for allocating water, electing officers, and organizing workers
for annual spring cleaning and maintenance. Several officials, past and
present, said that they often estimated stream flow and apportioned
water in surcos, but when asked to explain, their responses varied widely. Robert Vigil of Chimayo stated that, while the dimensions were
"flexible," a surco provided "enough to water a good-sized piece of
alfalfa." A former mayordomo from Cordova, Joe Romero, Jr., said that
the four community ditches there received equal shares of one surco
from the Rio Quemado, which approximated "a square foot" for each.
As the hearings continued, the testimony suggested that every locality
perceived the surco in its own way.
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Clearly, we can conclude that the surco has been an elastic measurement throughout its lorig history. Since Saenz de Escobar composed
his first treatise in New Spain, experts have failed to agree on a precise
definition. From time to time, governmental authorities have assigned
arbitrary values for a surco, decrees that have never been accepted in
the countryside. Conversely, irrigators in northern New Mexico rarely
determine water quantity for daily use insecond-feet or miner's inches,
the terms mandated by the legislature. For mayordomos, commissioners, and parciantes in acequia communities, the surco continues to be a
convenient means to measure flowing water for irrigated farming.
Perhaps its flexibility explains why the surco, like the acequia system
itself, remains deeply imbedded in the region's traditional culture. 37
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